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Victimology Society of Serbia (VDS) was
founded on November 12th 1997 as an independent
and not-for-profit organization. The aim of its
foundation was to gather as much as possible
researchers, experts, practitioners and human rights
activists, who are interested to work on the devel-
opment of victimology and improvement of rights
of victims of crime, war and human rights' violation,
regardless of their gender, religious beliefs, political
views or other features. By founding Victimology
Society of Serbia, among other matters, we achieved
the continuity with the activities of the Yugoslav
Victimology Society in Serbia, which ended up its
existence with the breakdown of the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. At the time of its
foundation, Victimology Society of Serbia had 37
members, while today it has 91 members.

In 1999, i.e. soon after its foundation,
Victimology Society of Serbia became member of
the World Society of Victimology and in 2004 of
the Victim Support Europe (EFVS). From
December 2005, Victimology Society of Serbia is
member of the ISPAC (International Scientific and
Professional Advisory Council of the United
Nations Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice
Program). During its ten years of existence and
work, Victimology Society of Serbia established
cooperation with victim support services, non-gov-
ernmental organizations, institutes and universi-
ties, both in the country and abroad.

Cooperation in Serbia is primarily realized
through the network of organizations that are offer-
ing support to women-victims of violence and other
victims of crime, within the Association Joint action
FOR truth and reconciliation, as well as on the basis
of signed agreements of cooperation. Victimology

Society of Serbia is member of the Serbian Team for
Combating against Trafficking in Human Beings.

International cooperation is particularly devel-
oped with individuals and organizations from
Norway, United Kingdom, Belgium, the
Netherlands, Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Croatia, Slovenia, Austria, Hungary, Slovakia,
Czech Republic, Germany, Italy, USA, South
Africa, Australia, India, Israel, Japan, Albania, the
Ukraine, and Moldova. VDS is tightly cooperating
with the international victimology institutes in
Tilburg (the Netherlands) and Mito (Japan).

From the very beginning, Victimology Society of
Serbia was organized upon the model of the World
Society of Victimology and national victimology
societies in other countries. However, during the
time, its organization and the way of functioning
were modified according to needs and conditions in
Serbia. Today, the field of VDS work includes a wide
range of activities that, apart from the general mat-
ters, are conducted within two organizational parts:
VDS info and victim support service and VDS research
and education center. Although tightly connected,
these two parts have different priorities. VDS info
and victim support is primarily oriented towards the
practice, i.e. towards offering direct assistance and
support to victims, while VDS research and education
center has as its primary aim development of theory
and improvement of victims' rights on the broader
social level. Special program that deals with truth and
reconciliation and aims at developing model of truth
and reconciliation suitable for Serbia was developed
within VDS research and education center.

During past ten years, 57 projects and a variety
of other activities were conducted within VDS.

Victimology
Society of Serbia:
ten years of 
existence
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Victimology Society of Serbia participated in 4
regional and 12 international projects. 11 surveys
were conducted, out of which 4 were international.
Victimology Society carried out first prevalence sur-
veys on domestic violence and trafficking in human
beings, as well as first survey on victim support serv-
ices in Serbia. VDS organized six international con-
ferences - three of them were about victims of war
and truth and reconciliation, one on domestic vio-
lence, one on trafficking in human beings and one
on alternative sanctions. Numerous round tables,
panels, seminars and trainings were also organized.
Besides, during ten years of existence, we published
seven books from different fields of victimology,
out of which three were published in both Serbian
and English.

During previous ten years, 46 members, i.e.
almost half of the current membership, participat-
ed in different activities carried out within the
Society. Members were regularly informed about
activities and initiatives of VDS via E-mail, while
since 2003 VDS has its web site, which is regularly
up-dated. VDS has its library, which has been
founding mostly through presents from the coun-
try and abroad during last ten years. Victimology
library is available to members of the Society, as
well as to students and researchers outside VDS.

Victimology Society of Serbia has initiated
numerous new programs important for the
improvement of victims' rights in Serbia. Much of
these programs had pioneer character and led to the
important changes on the broader social level. Some
of the most important results of ten years work are:

• New legislation on victims;
• Improvement of position of women in prison

and better treatment of women-victims of
domestic violence who killed their abusers;

• Establishment of first general victim sup-
port service in Serbia;

• Starting first Serbian journal on victimiza-
tion, human rights and gender Temida;

• Coordination of initiatives of civil society
and initiating search for new approach in
dealing with truth and reconciliation in
Serbia;

• Initiating and regularly marking the
International Victims' Day in Serbia;

• Introducing data on victims in the official
judiciary statistics;

• Introducing victimology as a separate sub-
ject on the faculties in Serbia;

• Developing courses for professionals who
are working with victims;

• Raising social visibility of crime victims and
victim support services.

As a result of initiatives and concrete proposals of
VDS, mostly composed in 1998, as well as later advo-
cacy for their implementation, legal provisions on vic-
tims in Serbia today are in a great deal in compliance
with international standards. That particularly relates
to the provisions on domestic violence, trafficking in
human beings, sexual violence and protection of vic-
tims from secondary victimization in the criminal pro-
cedure. Domestic violence became separate criminal
offence in 2002, while in 2005, protection orders in the
cases of domestic violence entered Family Code of
Serbia. Restraining order related to prohibition of
approaching the victim, objects or places where the
misdemeanor occurred, which is particularly impor-
tant for victims of domestic violence, also entered new
Law on Misdemeanors. Marital rape was for the first
time prescribed as a criminal offence in the Criminal
Code from 2002, while changes that got into force by
adopting new Criminal Code of Serbia in 2005 relate
to more severe punishment for sexual offences, partic-
ularly if they are committed towards children and
weak people; new concept of criminal offence of rape,
which provides equal legal protection of all victims of
this criminal offence regardless of gender and sexual
orientation; new way of defining the act of commit-
ment, which provides more adequate criminal protec-
tion from all forms of sexual intercourse and not only
from vaginal intercourse as it was the case with the
previous provision on rape etc. Advocacy for legal
changes related to sexual offences resulted in the
change of the name of the whole part of the Criminal
Code that proscribes sexual offences, which is now
called criminal offences against sexual freedom.
Criminal offence of trafficking in human beings
entered Criminal Code of Serbia in 2003, while the
provision on delay of deportation of victims of traf-
ficking in human beings entered Law on
Misdemeanors. Finally, proposals of
changes in regard to better protection
of crime victims in the criminal pro-
cedure resulted in changes of pro-
cedural legislation, which became
visible in the new Criminal
Procedure Code that got into
force in June 2007.
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In 1998, immediately after foundation,
Victimology Society of Serbia started first, and still
the only Serbian journal on victimization, human
rights and gender, which was named after Greek
goddess of justice Temida. Since 1998 journal
Temida is regularly published as quarterly, while
since 2002 it has been financed by Ministry of sci-
ence of Serbia. The journal is available in both
paper back copy and electronic version. Electronic
version is available on the web sites of Ministry of
science, www.mntr.sr.gov.yu, National library of
Serbia, www.nbs.bg.ac.yu, and Victimology Society
of Serbia, www.vds.org.yu. Papers of both domes-
tic and foreign authors, which deal with victims of
crime, war, human rights violation and other forms
of suffering, with a particular emphasize on vio-
lence against women and children and marginalized
groups are published in Temida. Special attention is
given to all forms of gender based violence, in par-
ticular to domestic violence and trafficking in
human beings. Temida is categorized as academic
journal by Ministry of science of Serbia.

Results of surveys conducted by VDS were pre-
sented to the general public and significantly con-
tributed to development of theoretical knowledge,
as well as to raising visibility of victims' problems
and changing of legislation and practice.
Campaigns Manifesto for changes and Stop the vio-
lence, as well as round tables on domestic violence,
trafficking in human beings, truth and reconcilia-
tion and restorative justice also contributed to rais-
ing visibility of victims' problems and rights.
Victimology Society's turning to courts as amicus
curiae particularly contributed to raising awareness
of professionals. That was of significant impor-
tance for the improvement of legal position of bat-
tered women who killed.

After the foundation, Victimology Society also
initiated keeping data on victims of crime within
official crime statistics. This initiative was partly
adopted, and since 2007, for the first time, official
judicial statistics in Serbia include data on number
of victims, their gender and age. Since its founda-
tion, VDS has been advocating for victimology to
become a separate subject at the faculties in Serbia.
Those efforts resulted in introducing victimology
as a separate subject at the Law School in Nis, and
afterwards at the Faculty for special education and
rehabilitation in Belgrade. Besides, courses for pro-
fessionals and NGO activists who come into con-
tact with victims in their everyday work have been
developed within Victimology Society of Serbia. 

The first victim support service - VDS info and
victim support - was established within Victimology
Society of Serbia in 2003. The Service is offering
assistance and support to both male and female vic-
tims, basing its activities on the principles of the
Victim Support Europe (EFVS). In 2002, VDS initi-
ated campaign called Amnesty for victims. In the
scope of this campaign, VDS is advocating for par-
doning of battered women who killed. As a result of
the campaign, six women have been pardoned so far.

Victimology Society of Serbia initiated founda-
tion of the Association Joint action FOR truth and
reconciliation. Association was founded on June
10th 2005 in Belgrade. It was founded by 20 small
and middle NGOs and several individuals with the
aim of developing new, inclusive and non-conflict
approach in dealing with the past. During 2005,
2006 and 2007, seven meetings and three seminars
were organized in different towns in Serbia. During
this period membership of the Association
increased and today it has 76 members. NGOs and
individuals, gathered around the ideas promoted by
the Association, are dealing with offering assis-
tance and support to victims of war and war veter-
ans; collecting documentation and testimonies, and
presenting them to the public through panels, exhi-
bitions, documentary films, travel film festivals,
etc.; education; campaigns; research; projects of
border and cross-border cooperation and other
activities, which contribute to opening the public
debate and social dialogue, as well as to reestablish-
ment of broken relationships in the society.
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After ten years of existence, we may proudly say
that we fulfilled a great part of the plans that we had
in mind at the beginning of our work. Nevertheless,
although we have good reasons to be satisfied, we
still have a lot to do in order to make visible all the
improvements made on the legislation and theoreti-
cal level and increase their effects on realization of
victims' rights in practice. In that sense, priorities of
Victimology Society of Serbia in the next period will
be orientated towards monitoring of implementation
of laws in practice and drafting further changes of
both legislation and practice; development of net-
work of victim support services and organizations
that are dealing with truth and reconciliation in
Serbia; development of witness services and services
for children as victims; development of victimology
youth, as well as development of research and educa-
tion resources and potentials. 

In 2008 Victimology Society will be honored to
host the Annual conference of the Victim Support
Europe (EFVS) and to give its own contribution to
returning Serbia into Europe and European integra-
tions. We sincerely hope that this will have positive
effects on the welfare of all citizens, and particularly
on overall improvement of victims' position in
Serbia.

Du{an Coti}, PhD
President of Victimology Society of Serbia

Vesna Nikoli}-Ristanovi}, PhD
Director of Victimology Society of Serbia
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Victimology Society of Serbia has carried out
the project "Development of victim support in
Serbia", which was financed by EU, realized by
European Agency for Reconstruction, conducted
by the Consortium Center for development of
not-for-profit sector and Fund of the Center for
democracy within the program "Fund for support-
ing civil society in Serbia". The project was carried
out from July 7th 2006 to July 7th 2007.

Main aims of the project were:
Improvement of the position of victims
and witnesses in Serbia with particular
emphasize on vulnerable victims and wit-
nesses such as women, children, disabled
persons and Roma;
Establishment of victim support services in
other places in Serbia;
Strengthening cooperation between gov-

Victim support service VDS info and victim sup-
port was established in 2003. VDS info and victim
support is providing services to both female and
male victims of crime. It is offering:

information about victims' rights and the
way to realize them,
emotional support,
referrals to other services depending on
victim's needs and 
witness support.

Services are provided for persons older than 14,
while support and assistance to children under 14
are offered indirectly, through their parents or
other persons, which also implies raising their
awareness on child victim, including offering infor-

mation on specific reactions and process of recov-
ery of a child and referral to relevant services.

Services offered to victims are free of charge.
Basic principles on which the Service relies are
trust, respect of a victim, victim's rights, needs,
feelings and will, as well as confidentiality of infor-
mation given by a victim. These are also principles
of the Victim Support Europe (EFVS).

In 2006 Service VDS info and victim support
received 311 calls from 103 persons. Most of them
were women - 76 or 74%, while 27 were men
(26%). Around half of the persons who contacted
the Service were from Belgrade, while a little bit
more that one third (34%) were from other places
in Serbia. 

ernmental and non-
governmental sectors;
Implementation of princi-
ples of the Victim Support
Europe (EFVS) in Serbia and advocacy for
legal changes related to victims with partic-
ular emphasize on vulnerable categories of
victims.

In order to achieve these aims, following activ-
ities were carried out:

Support to victims/witnesses of crime;
Survey on victim support services;
Trainings;
Establishing victim support services out of
Belgrade;
Publishing informative materials;
Advocacy for raising public awareness on vic-
tims and changes of legislation and practice.

Development of 
victim support 
in Serbia

Victim/witness support



From January 1st to June 1st 2007 Service VDS
info and victim support received 168 calls from 120
persons, out of which 79 were women and 41 men.
It can be noticed that during the first five months
in 2007 more persons contacted the Service than
during the whole previous year (2006).

Domestic violence was the most frequent rea-
son for contacting the Service. Besides, the Service
was contacted by battered women who committed
crime in relation to the violence they were suffer-
ing from, victims of violence at the working place,
as well as victims of other forms of crime.

Battered women who killed their abusers con-
tacted Service directly or indirectly, via their parents.
Besides offering assistance and support in regard to
conditional release or pardoning, Service also offered
other forms of assistance and support depending on
concrete needs of the person (information, emotion-
al support etc.). Finally, we sent to the President of
Serbia letters of support in relation to the requests of
two imprisoned women for pardoning.

Other reasons for contacting VDS info and vic-
tim support service were: violence that is happening
out of the working place and family, stalking, suspi-
cion on trafficking in human beings and its preven-
tion, moving in/out by force, violence in the school,

Two surveys were conducted within the project
Development of victim support in Serbia.

First survey was on victim support services in
Serbia. The subject of the survey was existing serv-
ices in Serbia that are offering support to victims of
crime. Aims of the survey were: to identify servic-
es that are offering support and assistance to vic-
tims of crime in towns and places in Serbia; to col-
lect data on these services relevant for users; and to
make directory of victim support services in Serbia
on the basis of the collected data. The survey
encompassed 46 towns and we have received data
on 110 services that are offering assistance and sup-
port to victims of crime in Serbia.

Second survey was on services that are working
with children and specialized services for disabled per-

sons and Roma in Belgrade. The subject of the survey
was existing services assigned to the mentioned cate-
gories. Aims of the survey were: to identify services
that are working with children and specialized servic-
es for disabled persons and Roma in Belgrade; to col-
lect data on these services relevant for users; to collect
data on what these services are offering to the men-
tioned categories when they are victimized by a crime;
and to make directory of services
dealing with mentioned categories
of citizens in Belgrade on the
basis of the collected data. The
data on 33 services was
obtained through this survey.

unscrupulous medical treatment of patients and drug
addiction. Citizens were also looking for informa-
tion on certain procedures and ways of realizing cer-
tain rights or interests.

Victims were usually contacting Service for one
form of victimization they were exposed to.
However, in some cases persons who contacted us
were victims of two or more forms of victimization.
Sometimes new problems were arising during the
process of resolving the primary problem, while
sometimes persons were approaching the Service
after they got support for one problem. Namely,
they were approaching us with trust that the Service
will help them again in facing with new problem and
offer adequate support and assistance.

Beside all these, after the training of the first
group of volunteers for witness service, VDS info
and victim support service started with offering
support to victims and their families before, during
and after the trial. Volunteers are trained to offer
relevant information on court procedure, position
and role of participants in the court procedure, as
well as information on the victim's position within
the court procedure. Volunteers can also provide
information on the courtroom look, arrangement
of the premises in the court building and a variety
of other practical information.

Survey on victim support services

Development of victim support in Serbia 7
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Three trainings were conducted during 2006
and the first half of 2007: training for volunteers of
VDS info and victim support service for witness
service, basic training for volunteers of VDS info
and victim support service, and training for coordi-
nators of victim support services.

Training for witness support
Training for witness service was conducted in

December 2006. Five volunteers of VDS info and
victim support service passed the training. Aims of
the training were to provide for volunteers knowl-
edge on how to support victims in
the court, as well as how to monitor
the trials and write reports. During
the training, volunteers got the
knowledge on the following issues:
place and the role of the
Victimology Society of Serbia in
witness support; victimization, re-
victimization and secondary victim-
ization and witness's needs; inter-
national standards on protection
from secondary victimization and
victim support services worldwide;
victims and witnesses in the crimi-
nal justice system; organization of
the Special department of the Belgrade district
court for organized crime; monitoring of trials and
writing reports; as well as on ways of supporting
victims/witnesses in the court.

Basic training for volunteers of 
VDS info and victim support service
Basic training for volunteers of VDS info and

victim support service was conducted at the begin-
ning of 2007. The aim of the training was to pro-
vide for volunteers knowledge on how to work

with victims of crime, particularly in
terms of offering support and

assistance by phone. During the

training, volunteers got the knowledge on the fol-
lowing issues: recognizing victims of crime; conse-
quences and impact of the crime; victims' needs
and services offered to them by victim support
service; what is the target group of the VDS info
and victim support service; communication skills;
victim's position within the legal system and victim
support services worldwide; process of recovery
after traumatic experience, and getting familiar
with other state agencies and non-governmental
organizations that are offering support to victims
of crime in Belgrade and Serbia. Eight volunteers

passed the training and were involved with the
work of the Service immediately after the training.

Training for coordinators of 
victim support services
Training for coordinators of victim support

services out of Belgrade was organized in May and
June 2007. The aim of the training was capacity
building of two organizations in Serbia for sup-
porting victims of crime regardless of their gender.
Three persons from NGO "Women in action" from
Velika Plana and two persons from NGO "SOS
hotline for women and children victims of vio-
lence" from Ni{ passed the training.

Trainings
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After surveys on victim support services in Serbia
we started with preparatory activities for establishing
victim support services in two towns in Serbia. These
services will offer support to victims of different
forms of crime regardless of their gender, and will
base their work on the standards and principles of

the Victim Support Europe (EFVS). Bearing in mind
the results of the survey, two organizations -
"Women in action" from Velika Plana and "SOS hot-
line for women and children victims of violence"
from Ni{ - were identified. Afterwards, we started
with consultations and organization of the training
for coordinators of victim support services. During
the training we reached the agreement that these two
organizations should increase their target group to
victims of all forms of crime. After the training for
coordinators of victim support services, we started
with preparations for public promotion and the
beginning of work of these services in their towns.
Public promotions, which aimed at informing public
about beginning of work of these services, were held
at the end of June 2007. Representatives of state
agencies and NGOs, as well as representatives of
media were present at the promotions.

In the scope of the project activities we pub-
lished several posters, informative brochures and
publications with useful information for both vic-
tims and persons who are supporting victims: two
posters, which content should direct victim to rec-
ognize himself/herself as a victim and contact VDS
info and victim support service, brochure VDS info
and victim support service, and publications: Victim
support services in Serbia, Services for children and
specialized services for disabled persons and Roma in
Belgrade and Victims and witnesses in the criminal
justice system.

Brochure VDS info and
victim support service con-
tains information on who and
in which way may contact
VDS info and victim support
service and what the Service
offers to victims of crime.

Publications Victim support
services in Serbia and Services
for children and specialized serv-
ices for disabled persons and
Roma in Belgrade contain basic

information on (non-
governmental and state)
victim support services
in Serbia, i.e. on services
for children and special-
ized services for disabled
persons and Roma in
Belgrade, which can be
approached by victims
of different forms of
crime: mission of the
service, contact details,
as well as who and in
which way may contact
the service, what services
are offered to victims,
etc.

Establishing victim support services out of Belgrade

Informative materials
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Publication Victims
and witnesses in the
criminal justice system
should serve victims of
crime, their close rela-
tives and all citizens as
a guideline for report-
ing a crime, what rights
and obligations they
have, and what to
expect if they appear in
the court as injured parties or witnesses.

Beside mentioned materials, one issue of journal
Temida, with a theme Victim support and assistance,
was published. Papers presenting results of the sur-
veys on victim support services in Serbia and servic-
es for children and specialized services for disabled
persons and Roma in Belgrade were published with-
in the theme of the issue. Besides, papers on develop-
ment of victim support services in Serbia and the
analysis of work of the VDS info and victim support
service in 2006 were also published in this issue.

Activities related to advocacy for raising public
awareness on victims and changes of legislation and
practice were realized along with other project
activities.

Marking the International Victims' Day
In 2005, on the initiative of the Victimology

Society of Serbia, International Victims' Day (22nd
February) was, for the first time, marked in Serbia.
This initiative continued in 2006 and 2007. In 2006,
International Victims' Day was marked by press
conference organized by VDS in cooperation with
the Council for gender equality of the Serbian
Government. One year later, in 2007, this day was
marked by media appearances of VDS members in
which they tried to turn public attention to the
problems of victims, as well as to show the victims
that they are not alone and that there are services
to which they may turn for support and assistance.
Besides, documentary film "The Forgotten", pro-
duced by the International Victimology Institute in
Tilburg, the Netherlands, was shown in Belgrade,
Subotica, Kragujevac, Majdanpek and Nis. This
film aims at raising public awareness on problems
and rights of victims. Marking of the International
Victims' Day in 2007 was also followed by human-
itarian action of collecting money, clothes, food

etc. for one woman, single
mother of three underage

children, who was a victim
of domestic violence, and
who approached Victi-

mology Society of Serbia for support and assis-
tance.

Round table “Creating comprehensive 
mechanism for victims' protection: 
experiences of other countries and 
possible solutions for Serbia”
In order to raise public awareness on victims'

needs for adequate forms of assistance, support and
protection, as well as for institutional mechanisms
and legal solutions in regard to protection of crime
victims, VDS, in cooperation with OSCE Mission in
Serbia and Ministry of labor, employment and social
policy, organized round table “Creating comprehen-
sive mechanism for victims' protection: experiences of
other countries and possible solutions for Serbia”
(Belgrade, November 30th 2006). The aim of the
round table was to find out possible solutions for
Serbia in regard to supporting and protecting crime
victims on the basis of the experiences of other coun-
tries that have a long-term tradition in supporting
victims of crime. Eminent experts in the field of vic-
tim support spoke on the round table on organiza-
tion and work of victim support services in their
countries: Helen Reeves (UK), Jan van Dijk (the
Netherlands), Marketa Vitousova (Czech Republic)
and Ilse Van de Walle (Belgium). Besides, activities of
VDS and its victim support service VDS info and vic-
tim support were presented. Vesna Nikolic-
Ristanovic, Jasmina Nikolic i Sanja Copic spoke
about VDS and VDS info and victim support service.

Advocacy for raising public awareness on 
victims and changes of legislation and practice
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In the previous period we also continued activ-
ities on strengthening cooperation on the national
and international level.

Cooperation on the national level
During 2006 and 2007 VDS continued cooper-

ation with other NGOs and state agencies and
institutions in Serbia.

Within the regular activities of VDS info and
victim support service, we organized meetings with
representatives of state institutions and NGOs.
These meetings aimed at exchanging experience
and introducing with work of VDS info and victim
support service. Besides, in order to provide ade-
quate support to crime victims in particular cases,
the Service also contacted some state institutions,
such as police, social welfare centers and courts.

In September 2006, VDS signed the agreement
of cooperation with the I municipal prosecutor

office in Belgrade; and in November 2006 with the
Serbian refugee council. Cooperation with other,
primarily women's NGOs, as well as with the
Council for gender equality of the Serbian
Government, was visible during the process of
making the National plan of action for women.
Within this process leaded by the Council for gen-
der equality of the Serbian Government, VDS was
involved in the working group that was dealing
with the issue of violence against women.

International cooperation
In 2006 and 2007, VDS had cooperation with

the International Victimology Institute (Tilburg,
the Netherlands), Victimology Society of India
(India), UNODC (Vienna, Austria), UNICRI
(Turin, Italy), Catholic University in Leuven
(Belgium), FAFO Institute (Oslo, Norway) and
Victim support service from Hungary and other
members of the Victim Support Europe (EFVS).

Cooperation
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One of the most important achievements of the
contemporary criminal justice system and criminal
policy is the development of the concept of restora-
tive justice. Restorative justice is orientated towards
repairing the damage caused by the crime and estab-
lishing balance between interests and needs of all
interested parties, i.e. victim, offender and the com-
munity in which the certain conflict exists.
Development of this form of response to crime in
Serbia is still at the beginning. The latest reforms of
the criminal and the juvenile legisla-
tion in Serbia are aiming towards
the introduction of certain elements
of restorative justice into Serbian,
traditionally retributive, criminal
justice system. However, restora-
tive justice as a theoretical concept
in general, and particularly from the
point of view of its positive effects
on victims, is almost unknown to
the Serbian academic and profes-
sional public, as well as to the pub-
lic in general. That presented the
staring point for realization of the
project Restorative justice and vic-
tims' rights: raising awareness of

professionals, media and citizens. The aim of the
project was to inform and raise awareness of aca-
demic and professional public, as well as of citizens
and media on the concept of restorative justice and
victims' rights. Three round tables were organized
for representatives of judiciary, legal profession,
police, social welfare centers, NGOs and media, in
Subotica, Nis and Kragujevac.

In the scope of this project we also published
brochure Restorative justice and victims' rights.

Brochure contains basic informa-
tion on what restorative justice is,
what are main characteristics of this
form of response to crime, what are
the basic principles and programs of
restorative justice, what are its val-
ues for the victim, offender and the
community, as well as which provi-
sions of Serbian criminal and juve-
nile legislation contain elements of
restorative justice. Besides, within
the brochure there is also a ques-
tionnaire, which aim is to explore
the attitudes of professionals on
restorative justice and its possibili-
ties in responding to crime in Serbia.

Other activities of the
Victimology Society of 
Serbia in 2006/2007

Restorative justice and victims' rights

Education

Specialized course on trafficking in 
human beings for social workers
Specialized course on trafficking in human

beings for social workers was carried out during
2006 within VDS activities related to education. In
2005 Victimology Society of Serbia developed a
program of specialized course and manual on traf-

ficking in human beings for social workers.
Specialized course, which was supported by
Ministry of labor, employment and social policy,
was carried out in 2006 in cooperation with OSCE
Mission in Serbia. The course was attended by 10
representatives of social welfare centers from
Belgrade.
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This course provided for participants
both theoretical and practical knowledge
and skills relevant for dealing with victims
of trafficking in human beings in general,

and women and children in particular.

Training for children support
In order to improve the work of VDS info and

victim support service, the training for coordinators of
the Service for supporting children as victims was car-
ried out in November 2006. The aim of the training

was to get knowledge relevant for supporting chil-
dren when they are victimized by crime. The training
was launched by Ilse Van De Walle from the
Netherlands' victim support service. She is also one of
the initiators of establishing victim support services
for children in Belgium and the Netherlands. Besides,
she is one of the coordinators of the MUSAS project
that gathered Western European countries and some
countries of the Eastern Europe in order to develop
unique programs of training for persons who should
work with children as victims of crime.

Apart from the surveys on victim support serv-
ices in Serbia, several other researches were con-
ducted during 2006 and 2007: the desk study
focused on compiling a bibliography of relevant
research addressing the issues of gender equality
and women's rights; research and analysis of legis-
lation on money laundering in Serbia, and research
of data of VDS info and victim support service
which has been regularly conducted since 2004.

Gender bibliography
This research, i.e. the desk study focused on

compiling data on relevant research, i.e. papers
addressing the issues of gender equality and
women's rights, which were published in Serbia in
the period between 2000 and 2005, such as books,
papers in domestic academic and professional jour-
nals and papers published in collections of papers
from conferences and other academic meetings.
The data was collected from different sources, sys-
tematized and entered into the previously prepared
form. Bibliography of papers is available on the
web site of VDS www.vds.org.yu. Bibliography of
relevant researches on gender equality and
women's rights was made within the Regional proj-
ect for gender equality, as a program of UNDP in
Serbia, which was realized in cooperation with the
Council for gender equality of the Serbian
Government.

Money laundering and legislation in Serbia
In cooperation with UN Interregional crime and

justice research institute from Turin, Italy, OSCE
Mission in Serbia and the University of Tilburg, the
Netherlands, we carried out the research called
Money laundering and legislation in Serbia. This
research included analysis of Serbian legislation on
money laundering and its compliance with the rele-
vant international documents ratified by Serbia. The
document presenting research results will be avail-
able on the web site of VDS www.vds.org.yu and
UNICRI www.unicri.it

Research and analysis of VDS info and 
victim support service work
Research of the work of VDS info and victim sup-

port service has been regularly carried out since 2004.
However, since the mid 2005 the data is recorded and
processed by using a questionnaire that was specially
developed for this purpose and on the basis of the
unique methodology of its entering and processing.
In that way we put the basis for regular monitoring,
research, comparison and analysis of the work, i.e. of
the data of the Service, as well as for better connec-
tion of theory and practice, and for higher quality of
using the entire capacities of the Victimology Society
of Serbia. Besides, in this way we made the basis for
possible future model of unique recording of (mutu-
ally comparable) data on victims in this Service, as
well as in other victim support services in Serbia.

Research
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During 2006 and 2007, in the scope of the pro-
gram on Truth and reconciliation, Victimology Society
of Serbia was working on the development of the
Association Joint action FOR truth and reconciliation.

The idea of the search for the "third way" to truth
and reconciliation gathered in the Victimology
Society of Serbia a group of organizations and indi-
viduals who represent dif-
ferent segments of the soci-
ety and different regions of
Serbia. Through their inter-
connection, the Association
Joint action FOR truth and
reconciliation was formed,
through whose works, a
model of cooperation of
different social groups and
regions is endeavored to be
developed. These social
groups and regions could be considered representa-
tive for Serbia, and by that also a possible model of
comprehensive dealing with the past, a model which
would be adapted to our social context.

The Association welcomes all the people who
wish to give their contribution to a non-conflict
dealing with the past, and who wish to contribute to
peace in Serbia and in the region. The Association
differs from similar initiatives in its inclusion of the
representatives of the victims of war, ex-war-pris-
oners, war veterans and other persons who have
been affected by war in the most direct way. It also
differs from other initiatives by its decision to deal
with all victims and all crimes, regardless of their
national, political or other affiliations.

One of the most important characteristics of the
Association Joint action FOR truth and reconcilia-
tion, and at the same time its uniqueness in compar-
ison with similar projects, is its attempt to deal
with the past in complex manner and

to try to close the existing spirals of the conflicts
and violence in the society. The dealing with the past
has as its aim to deal not only with the conse-
quences, but also with the causes, i.e. long term heal-
ing of the society and not only temporary solution
of the problems, i.e. conflicts. The idea of the "third
way" as the main framework of the activities of the

Association, includes also
pledging for the responsi-
bilities of the offenders, but
also a recognition of the
sufferings of the victims,
victim assistance and sup-
port, work on the reintegra-
tion of the offenders into
the society and, when possi-
ble and sensible, mediation
between the two groups.

During 2006 and 2007,
activities were primarily directed toward internal
development of Association, or its further forma-
tion, identification of goals and of basic values, as
well as the strengthening and mutual support of its
members. The other activities, but to a considerably
smaller extent, were external, such as the public pro-
motion of the idea of the "third way" and the promo-
tion of the Association itself. Four meetings of the
Board and three seminars of Association were held -
in Novi Sad, Kragujevac and Vranjska Banja.

Association has its mailing list ZAistinuipo
mirenje@yahoogroups.com, which enables fast
exchange of information on activities of members
of the Association. Mailing list is also used for
exchange of information that can be useful and
interesting for organizations and individuals who
work in the field of truth and reconciliation.

You may subscribe to the mailing list of the
Joint action FOR truth and reconciliation

through the E-mail: vds@yubc.net

Program Truth and reconciliation
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In the previous period we continued with pub-
lishing journal on victimization, human rights and
gender Temida. During 2006 four issues of Temida
were published with the following themes of each
issue:

1) Alternative sanctions and victims' rights
2) Institution and victims
3) Health and victims
4) Victimization on the working place
Themes of the issues in 2007 are:
1) Restorative justice and victims' rights
2) Victim support and assistance
3) Mental disorders and victimization
4) Victims of harassment

Publishing

Within its library Victimology Society of Serbia
possesses more that 700 titles in law, criminology,
victimology, truth and reconciliation, restorative
justice and other fields. VDS library is available to

all members of the Society, as well as to researchers,
students and other interested persons. Contents of
VDS library is also available on the web site
www.vds.org.yu

VDS library

Projects and activities of VDS in 2006 and the
first half of 2007 were financially supported by:

European Union /European Agency for
Reconstruction
Ministry of Science of Serbia
Friedrich Ebert Stiftung
Fund for an Open Society

OSCE
UNDP
Organization for Supporting Victims of
Car Accidents - Belgium

We would like to use this opportunity to thank
the donors for their support.

Who funded VDS activities in 2006/2007?

For further development of VDS info and vic-
tim support service, as well as for realization of
other activities of VDS we need material and
human resources. We need the means for further
increase of activities that would enable us to:

• Train and animate volunteers;
• Establish a fund for urgent financial assis-

tance to the victims;
• Print and distribute new informative

materials;

• Spread the work of the Service to support
child victims;

• Establish witness service;
• Establish new local victim support

schemes.

Besides, we need:
• More adequate premises for the Service;
• Individuals interested in volunteer work;
• Experts interested in promoting the vic-

tims' rights. 

Can you support our work?
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As far as Victimology Society of Serbia and
Belgrade will host the Conference of the Victim

Support Europe (EFVS) in 2008, we also need means
for organizing that prestigious meeting!

You can considerably change the lives of victims of crime in the following ways:

• Become a volunteer!
For more information call the Victimology Society of Serbia office at telephone number +381 11 3034 232.

• Make a donation or support the activities 
of the Service in another way!
The donations can be remitted to the account of the Victimology Society of Serbia: 
Komercijalna banka A.D. Beograd, account number 205-4789-77 (for dinars) or

On the account of Intermediary bank for EUR: Deutsche bank AG, Frankfurt/M, FR Germany
SWIFT CODE: DEUTDEFF BLZ 50070010 (bank of the user: /935966200-EUR, Komercijalna
banka A.D. Beograd, Svetog Save 14, 11000 Belgrade, FRY, SWIFT CODE: KOBBZUBG, user
Viktimolo{ko dru{tvo Srbije, account number: 5443-17174550, IBAN: CS73205001717455000041)
(foreign currency).

• Please contact the VDS office regarding other forms of assistance on the 
telephone number +381 11 30 34 232 or E-mail vds@eunet.yu

• Subscribe for the journal Temida!

• Become a member of The Victimology Society of Serbia and pay membership fee!

How can you or your organization/institution
be of help?

Call us or send us an e-mail and we will send you all information that you need!
In order to find out more information visit our web site www.vds.org.yu






